
s cVIPER 34 TX / Viper 34 TX Oxygen

          
           
         
Article nr.: Viper 34 TX - 778500 fieryred without inside pockets
77850 fieryred - standard fitting with 6 inside pockets
Viper 34 TX Oxygen - 778020 saphierblue without
inside pockets, 77802 saphierblue - standard 
fitting with 6 inside pockets
Measurements: nominal dimensions: app.
52x40x22cm - dimensions at standard loading:
app.53x42x24cm Weight: app. 4620 g incl. 
6 inside pockets - without medical material. 
Volume: ca. 50 L - Tough and easy to clean 
main material: Rocktarp 680, Antislip 840 
Duraflex buckles, YKK zipper       

The VIPER 34 TX models correspond in the 
dimensions to those of  the Ulmer Koffer and 
fit in all current fixations. They are built for the
emergency medicine, useable in many fields, 
very solid and, nevertheless, light weight and 
substantially more handy than comparable 
suitcases.

     Medicine compartement with every claim adaptable 
module system. All inside

 
Stowable, a   

     - a

     2 sturdy c stable
enough to hang the rucksack on the winch and separate 
loop to "park" a carabiner. (Loop not suitable for high load).

     Corner and edges p

     Innovative removable protection for the zipper, which 
also serves as protection against abrasion.

 bags are held in place by velcro
and can removed, replaced or added on.
     natomic cut shoulder straps.

dvanced interchangeable labeling: The front part 
can be changed individually.

arrying handles: on top and on the side, 

     Reflectors on all sides for improved visibility.
rotection by reinforced, anti slippery 

material.

IKS 
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Rocktarp 680

Standard
inside
bag
19x30x9,5

Standard inside
pocket 17x38,5x9,5
2 dividers
7760232 blue

Standard inside
pocket 17x38,5x9,5
2 dividers
7760232 blue

Standard inside
pocket 17x38,5x9,5
2 dividers
7760232 blue

Standard inside
pocket 17x38,5x9,5
2 dividers
7760230 red

Standard inside
pocket 17x38,5x9,5
2 dividers
7760230 red

Standard inside
pocket 17x38,5x9,5
2 dividers
7760230 red

Double-
chamber-
inside
pocket
20 x 38,5
x 9,5
7760152

Doublechamber
inside pocket
20 x 38,5 x 9,5
7760150

Standard 

 
for Viper 
34 TX 

fitting with 
6 inside 
pockets 

    

S

 
for Viper
34 Oxygen

tandard
fitting with 
6 inside 
pockets 

        

77802
saphierblue

77850
fieryred

Separate loop to "park" 
a carabiner.
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Standard
inside 
pocket
30x19x9,5
7750730

Standard
inside 
pocket
30x19x9,5
7750730

Oxygen-
bottle-
holder
2L
7700952

Standard
19 x 9 x 9,5
7760732

The products shown are partially equipped with extras for additional price. The illustrated medical equipment is not included in the delievery. Data regarding delivery, appearance, dimensions and weights are correct at time of going to press. Variations in color and shape of the pictures, mistakes or misprint and changes are reserved. as - 08.07.2013

ACCESSORIES
69700432 

First care set
FAS 1/2

7870520 
ampoule-kit

MF 52
VKS 2/3

plus

For more options, see 
our complete list of 
accessories.

COMPONENT SYSTEM: 

DUAL System
 

All products of the Viper
series are a multicolored, on each other matching 

and synchronizing system. Ideal for an 
ambulance with emergency 
doctor. The 

works with two modules, which 
are based on each other - for
 the complete primary treat-

ment and when extended 
steps are necessary. 

Ideal for an ambulance.      


